Very recently proximal policy optimization (PPO) algorithms have been proposed as first-order optimization methods for effective reinforcement learning. While PPO is inspired by the same learning theory that justifies trust region policy optimization (TRPO), PPO substantially simplifies algorithm design and improves data efficiency by performing multiple epochs of clipped policy optimization from sampled data. Although clipping in PPO stands for an important new mechanism for efficient and reliable policy update, it may fail to adaptively improve learning performance in accordance with the importance of each sampled state. To address this issue, a new surrogate learning objective featuring an adaptive clipping mechanism is proposed in this paper, enabling us to develop a new algorithm, known as PPO-λ. PPO-λ optimizes policies repeatedly based on a theoretical target for adaptive policy improvement. Meanwhile, destructively large policy update can be effectively prevented through both clipping and adaptive control of a hyperparameter λ in PPO-λ, ensuring high learning reliability. PPO-λ enjoys the same simple and efficient design as PPO. Empirically on several Atari game playing tasks and benchmark control tasks, PPO-λ also achieved clearly better performance than PPO.
Introduction
Driven by the explosive interest from the research community and industry, reinforcement learning (RL) technologies are being advanced at an accelerating pace [Barreto et al., 2017; Nachum et al., 2017; Haarnoja et al., 2017; Vezhnevets et al., 2017] . Particularly, numerous innovative RL algorithms have been proposed in recent years for training deep neural networks (DNN) that can solve difficult decision making problems modelled as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [Arulkumaran et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015; Duan et al., 2016; . Among them, many cutting-edge RL algorithms feature the use of policy search (PS) techniques where action-selection policies are represented explicitly as DNNs rather than implicitly derived from separate value functions. Through direct optimization of policy parameters in DNNs, these algorithms are expected to achieve near-optimal learning performance in extremely large learning environments Hausknecht and Stone, 2016; Gu et al., 2017; Schulman et al., 2015b; Schulman et al., 2015a; Wang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017] .
Trust region policy optimization (TRPO) is a prominent and highly effective algorithm for PS [Schulman et al., 2015a] . It has the goal of optimizing a surrogate learning objective subject to predefined behavioral constraints (see Subsection 2.2 for more information). To tackle this learning problem, both linear approximation of the learning objective and quadratic approximation of the constraint are utilized to jointly guide policy update, resulting in relatively high computation complexity. Meanwhile, TRPO is not compatible with NN architectures for parameter sharing (between the policy and value function) . It is also not suitable for performing multiple epochs of minibatch policy update which is vital for high sample efficiency.
In order to address the above difficulties, very recently Schulman et al. developed new PS algorithms called proximal policy optimization (PPO) . By employing only first-order optimization methods, PPO is much simpler to implement and more efficient to operate than TRPO. Moreover, PPO allows repeated policy optimization based on previously sampled data to reduce sample complexity. Thanks to this clever design, on many benchmark RL tasks including robotic locomotion and Atari game playing, PPO significantly outperformed TRPO and several other state-of-the-art learning algorithms including A2C , Vanilla PG [Sutton et al., 2000; Bhatnagar et al., 2009] and CEM [Szita and Lörincz, 2006] . It also performed competitively to ACER, a currently leading algorithm in RL research [Wang et al., 2016] .
A simple clipping mechanism plays a vital role for reliable PS in PPO. In fact, clipping, as an efficient and effective technique for policy learning under behavioral restriction, is general in nature and can be widely used in many cutting-edge RL algorithms. However the clipped probability ratio used by PPO in its surrogate learning objective may allow less important states to receive more policy updates than desirable. This is because policy update at more important states often vanish early during repeated policy optimization whenever the corresponding probability ratios shoot beyond a given clipping threshold. Moreover, the updating scale at any sampled state remains fixed even when the policy behavior has been changed significantly at that state, potentially affecting learning performance too.
In view of the above issues, this paper aims to propose a new adaptive approach for clipped policy optimization. For this purpose, using the learning theory originally introduced by TRPO in [Schulman et al., 2015a] , we will consider a learning problem at the level of each individual state. After transforming the problem into a Lagrangian and identifying its stationary point, the target for adaptive policy improvement can be further obtained. Guided by this target, we will propose a new surrogate learning objective featuring an adaptive clipping mechanism controlled by a hyperparameter λ, enabling us to develop a new RL algorithm called PPO-λ.
PPO-λ is equally simple and efficient as PPO. We will investigate the performance of PPO-λ through experiments. Since PPO-λ finds its root in PPO which has already been demonstrated to outperform many state-of-the-art algorithms , we will focus on comparing PPO-λ with PPO in this paper. Particularly, as evidenced on several Atari game playing tasks and benchmark control tasks in Section 4, PPO-λ can achieve clearly better performance and sample efficiency than PPO. Our results suggest that, in order to solve many difficult RL problems, PPO-λ may be considered as a useful alternative to PPO.
Background
Our discussion of the research background begins with a definition of the RL problem. We then briefly introduce TRPO and its supporting learning theory. Afterwards, the surrogate learning objective for PPO will be presented and analyzed.
Reinforcement Learning Problem
The environment for RL is often described as a MDP with a set of states s ∈ S and a set of actions a ∈ A [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ]. At each time step t, an RL agent observes its current state s t and performs a selected actions a t , resulting in a transition to a new state s t+1 . Meanwhile, a scalar reward r(s t , a t ) will be produced as an environmental feedback. Starting from arbitrary initial state s 0 at time t = 0, the goal for RL is to maximize the expected long-term cumulative reward defined below
where γ is a discount factor. To fulfill this goal, an agent must identify a suitable policy π for action selection. Specifically, π θ (s t , a t ) is often treated as a parametric function that dictates the probability of choosing any action a t at every possible state s t , controlled by parameters θ. Subsequently, V (s) in (1) becomes a function of θ since an agent's behavior depends completely on its policy π θ . Hence the problem for RL is to learn the optimal policy parameters, i.e. θ * :
where V π θ measures the expected performance of using policy π θ and is defined below
with ρ 0 (s 0 ) representing the probability for the RL agent to start interacting with its environment at state s 0 . V π θ (s 0 ) stands for the expected cumulative reward obtainable upon following policy π θ from state s 0 .
Trust Region Bound and Policy Optimization
Instead of maximizing V π θ directly, TRPO is designed to optimize a performance lower bound. To find it, we need to define the state-action value function Q π θ and the advantage function A π θ with respect to any policy π θ below
Here ρ π θ (s) refers to the discounted frequencies of visiting every state s while obeying policy π θ [Sutton et al., 2000] . Given any two policies π θ old and π θnew . Assume that π θ old is the policy utilized to sample state transition data and π θnew stands for the policy obtained through optimization based on sampled data. Then the following performance bound holds [Schulman et al., 2015a] :
with being a non-negative constant and
Provided that π θ old and π θnew are reasonably close, steady policy improvement can be guaranteed during RL based on the performance bound in
where D KL stands for the KL divergence [Pollard, 2000] , during each learning iteration, TRPO is designed to solve the following constrained optimization problem:
KL is the average KL divergence over all states to be visited upon following policy π θ old . It heuristically replaces the maximum D * KL such that an approximated solution of (7) can be obtained efficiently in TRPO. However it is to be noted that D
Proximal Policy Optimization through a Clipped Surrogate Learning Objective
Because TRPO usesD KL in (7) to guide its policy update, the updated policy may exhibit strong behavioral deviations at some sampled states. In practice, it can be more desirable to clip policy optimization in response to large changes to the probability ratio τ t (π θnew ) = π θnew (st,at) π θ old (st,at) . It is straightforward to see that τ t applies to each state individually. For any state s t , guarded by δ which is a given threshold on probability ratios, policy update at s t can be penalized through the clipping function below.
Here for simplicity we use A (8) as the surrogate learning objective, penalties apply as long as either of the first two conditions in (8) are satisfied, in which case |τ t − 1| > δ and policy behavioral changes at s t are hence considered to be too large. Building on C(s t ), PPO can effectively prevent destructively large policy updates and has been shown to achieve impressive learning performance empirically .
It is not difficult to see that A π θ old t often varies significantly at different sampled states s t . In particular states with comparatively large values of |A π θ old t | are deemed as important since policy updates at those states could potentially lead to high performance improvements. However, through repeated updating of policy parameters along the direction of ∂C(s t )/∂θ new , τ t (π θnew ) at some important states s t can easily go beyond the region (1 − δ, 1 + δ) and hence either of the first two cases in (8) may be satisfied. In such situation, ∂C(s t )/∂θ new = 0 and policy update at state s t vanishes. In comparison, policy updates at less important states are less likely to vanish. Due to the above reason, after multiple epochs of policy update in a learning iteration (see the PPO algorithm in ), less important states tend to have been updated more often than important states. As a consequence, the scale of policy updates may not properly reflect the importance of each sampled state. Meanwhile, we note that, whenever policy update does not vanish, ∂C(s t )/∂θ new is determined by A π θ old t which remains fixed during a full learning iteration. In other words, the scale of policy update stays at the same level across multiple updating epochs. This may not be desirable either since, when π θnew deviates significantly from π θ old , further policy updates often result in undesirable outcome. Ideally, with every new epoch of successive policy update, we expect the updating scale to be adaptively reduced.
Motivated by our analysis of C(s t ) and PPO, this paper aims to show that, by employing a new adaptive clipping method for constrained policy optimization, we can effectively improve PS performance and sample efficiency.
A New Adaptive Approach for Clipped Policy Optimization
While developing the new adaptive approach for clipped policy updating, we wish to achieve three objectives: (O1) similar to PPO, policy behavioral changes should be controlled at the level of individual states; (O2) in comparison to important states, the policy being learned is expected to exhibit less changes at less important states; and (O3) the policy updating scale should be reduced adaptively with each successive epoch in a learning iteration. Driven by the three objectives, we decide to study a learning problem slightly different from that considered by TRPO. For this purpose, we note that, although
. Therefore, the performance bound in (6) remains valid with
Hence if the maximum KL divergence across all states can be bounded properly, we can guarantee policy improvement in each learning iteration. In view of this and objective O1, it is sensible to concentrate on local policy optimization at every sampled state first and then combine policy updates from all sampled states together. At any specific state s, maximizing L π θ old (π θnew ) in (5) is equivalent to maximizing a π θnew (s, a)A π θ old . As a consequence, the learning problem for PPO-λ at state s can be defined as
Different from TRPO that considers D KL (π θ old , π θnew ) as its optimization constraint, we consider D KL (π θnew , π θ old ) in (9) instead. The Lagrangian of our learning problem is
where the hyperparameter λ stands for the Lagrange multiplier. It controls the penalty due to the violation of the local policy optimization constraint. According to [Gelfand et al., 2000] , we can identify the stationary point of L by solving the following Euler-Lagrangian equation:
Under the conditions that ∀s ∈ S:
The equation in (11) can be solved immediately. As a matter of fact, it can be easily verified that 
For the purpose of minimizing D KL (π θnew , π * θnew ) in (13) through updating θ new , the derivative below can be utilized by the PPO-λ algorithm.
Because the summation over all actions a ∈ A in (14) can be cumbersome to perform in practice, especially when the RL problem allows a huge collection of alternative actions, we choose to adopt the same importance sampling technique used by TRPO such that ∂D
where D t KL refers to the KL divergence between π θnew and π * θnew at time t with sampled state s t and action a t . It is interesting to note that the same technique is also utilized in PPO, which updates θ new at any time t (ignoring value function and entropy related update for the moment) in the direction of
Notice that, in the first updating epoch of every learning iteration (see Algorithm 1), because θ new = θ old , we can see that, ∂D t KL
In view of (16) and (17), to ensure that the updating step size of PPO-λ is at the same level as PPO, it is natural for us to update θ new according to λ
∂θnew in PPO-λ. Meanwhile, we must penalize large policy updates through clipping. Therefore, we propose to adopt a new surrogate learning objective at any time t aŝ
In comparison to (8), we can spot two advantages of using (18). First, at a less important state s t , π * ,t θnew /π t θ old will fall within (1 − δ, 1 + δ) with large enough λ in (12). Consequently repeated updates at s t will not push π t θnew towards the clipping boundary and are expected to produce relatively small policy behavioral changes. Due to this reason, objective O2 is achieved. Furthermore, after each updating epoch, we can expect π t θnew to become closer to π * ,t θnew , thereby reducing the absolute value of log(π t θnew /π * ,t θnew ) in (18). Accordingly, policy update will adaptively reduce its scale with successive updating epochs. Objective O3 is hence realized.
While training a NN architecture that shares parameters between the policy and value function through PPO-λ, our surrogate learning objective must take into account a value function error term and an entropy bonus term . As a consequence, at any time t, θ new can be updated according to the learning rule below. In practice, based on the learning rule in (19), we will update policy parameters θ new with minibatch SGD over multiple time steps of data. This is directly achieved by using the Adam algorithm [Kingma and Ba, 2014] . In the mean time, we should prevent large behavioral deviation of π θnew from π θ old for reliable learning. Particularly, following the technique adopted by the PPO implementation in OpenAI baselines 1 , the threshold on probability ratios δ is linearly decremented from the initial threshold of δ 0 to 0 when learning approaches to its completion. Accordingly, the learning rate β also decrements linearly from the initial rate of β 0 to 0. In line with this linear decrement strategy, λ must be adjusted in every learning iteration to continually support objective O2. Notice that, in the PPO implementation, the estimated advantage function values will be normalized according to (20) at the beginning of each learning iteration ,Ã
whereĀ π θ old is the mean advantage function values in a minibatch and σ A π θ old gives the corresponding standard deviation. We assume that the normalized advantage function values in the minibatch follow the standard normal distribution. Subsequently, to ensure that the same proportion of sampled states will have their policy improvement target staying in the clipping boundary across all learning iterations, λ will be determined as below
with λ n and δ n stand respectively for λ and δ to be used in the n-th learning iteration. Our discussion above has been summarized in Algorithm 1. It should be clear now that PPO-λ achieves all the three objectives highlighted at the beginning of this section. In comparison to PPO, PPO-λ is equally simple in design. It can be implemented easily by applying only minor changes to the PPO implementation. As for operation efficiency, PPO and PPO-λ are indistinguishable too.
Algorithm 1 PPO-λ Require: an MDP S, A, P, R, γ , n: the number of learning iterations, p: the number of actors, T : the horizon, K: the number of epochs M : the minibatch size λ: the Lagrangian multiplier 1: repeat for n learning iterations:
repeat for p actors: 
Empirical Analysis
In this section, we experimentally compare PPO-λ and PPO on six benchmark Atari game playing tasks provided by OpenAI Gym [Bellemare et al., 2015; Brockman et al., 2016] and four benchmark control tasks provided by the robotics RL environment of PyBullet [Coumans and Bai, 2018] . First of all the performance of both algorithms will be examined based on the learning curves presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . Afterwards, we will compare the sample efficiency of PPO-λ and PPO by using the performance scores summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 .
In all our experiments, both algorithms adopt the same policy network architecture given in for Atari game playing tasks and the same network architecture given in Duan et al., 2016] for benchmark control tasks. Meanwhile we follow strictly the hyperparameter settings used in for both PPO-λ and PPO. The only exception is the minibatch size which is set to 256 in but equals to 128 in our experiments for Atari game playing tasks. This is because 8 actors will be employed by PPO-λ and PPO while learning to play Atari games. Each actor will sample 128 time steps of data for every learning iteration. When the minibatch size is 128, one minibatch SGD update of the policy network will be performed by one actor, enabling easy parallelization.
In addition to the hyperparameters used in PPO, PPO-λ requires an extra hyperparameter λ. In our experiments, λ is set to 1 initially without any parameter tuning. We also tested several different settings for λ, ranging from 0.1 to 5.0, but did not observe significant changes in performance. Based on the initial values, the actual value for λ to be utilized in each learning iteration is further determined by (21).
We obey primarily the default settings for all Atari games which are made available in the latest distribution of OpenAI baselines on Github. However, two minor changes have been introduced by us and will be briefly explained here. At each time step, following the DeepMind setting , four consecutive frames of an Atari game must be combined together into one frame that serves subsequently as the input to the policy network. In OpenAI baselines, the combination is achieved by taking the maximum value of every pixel over the sampled frames. The snapshots of the first five sampled steps of the Pong game under this setting is presented in Figure 1 . Clearly, when the control paddle is moving fast, the visible size of the paddle in the combined frame will be larger than its actual size. As a result, an agent playing this game will not be able to know for sure that its observed paddle can catch an approaching ball. To address this issue, in our experiments, the value of each pixel in the combined frame is obtained by taking the average of the same pixel over sampled frames. The snapshots of the Pong game under this new setting can be found in Figure 2 . Using Figure 2 , the agent can easily determine which part of the visible paddle can catch a ball with certainly (i.e. the part of the paddle with the highest brightness).
We found that, in OpenAI baselines, every Atari game by default offers clipped rewards, i.e. the reward of performing any action is either -1, 0, or +1. Since advantage function To compare the performance of PPO-λ and PPO, we present the learning curves of the two algorithms on six Atari games in Figure 3 and four benchmark control tasks in Figure 4 . As can be clearly seen in these figures, PPO-λ can outperform PPO on five out of the six games (i.e. BankHeist, Boxing, Freeway, Pong and Seaquest) and two out of the four benchmark control tasks (i.e. Humanoid and Walker2D). On the Enduro game, PPO-λ performed equally well as PPO. On some games such as Seaquest, the two algorithms exhibited similar performance within the first 5000 learning iterations. However PPO-λ managed to achieve better performance towards the end of the learning process. On other games such as Boxing, Freeway and Pong, the performance differences can be witnessed shortly after learning started. It is also interesting to note that PPO-λ did not perform clearly worse than PPO on any benchmark control tasks.
To compare PPO-λ and PPO in terms of their sample efficiency, we adopt the two scoring metrics introduced in : (1) average reward per episode over the entire training period that measures fast learning and (2) average reward per episode over the last 10 training iterations that measures final performance. As evidenced in Table 1 and  Table 2 , PPO-λ is clearly more sample efficient than PPO on five out of six Atari games (with Enduro as the exception) and two out of four benchmark control tasks, based on their respective scores.
Conclusions
Motivated by the usefulness of the simple clipping mechanism in PPO for efficient and effective RL, this paper aimed to develop new adaptive clipping method to further improve the performance of state-of-the-art deep RL algorithms. Particularly, through analyzing the clipped surrogate learning objective adopted by PPO, we found that repeated policy update in PPO may not adaptively improve learning performance in accordance with the importance of each sampled state. To address this issue, we introduced a new constrained policy learning problem at the level of individual states. Based on the solution to this problem, we proposed a new theoretical target for adaptive policy update, which enabled us to develop a new PPO-λ algorithm. PPO-λ is equally simple and efficient in design as PPO. By controlling a hyperparameter λ, we can effectively control policy update according to the significance of each sampled state and therefore enhance learning reliability. Moreover, our empirical study on six Atari games and four benchmark control tasks also showed that PPO-λ can achieve better performance and higher sample efficiency than PPO in practice.
In the future, it is interesting to study the effectiveness of PPO-λ on many real-world applications including resource scheduling in large computer networks. It is also interesting to explore potential use of our adaptive clipping mechanism on A3C, ACKTR and other cutting-edge RL algorithms. Meanwhile more efforts must be spent to better understand the relationship between λ and learning performance, which may give rise to more sample efficient algorithms.
